Polymorphic Human Sulfotransferase 2A1 Mediates the Formation of 25-Hydroxyvitamin D3-3-O-Sulfate, a Major Circulating Vitamin D Metabolite in Humans
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ABSTRACT

Metabolism of 25-hydroxyvitamin D3 (25OHD3) plays a central role in regulating the biologic effects of vitamin D in the body. Although cytochrome P450-dependent hydroxylation of 25OHD3 has been extensively investigated, limited information is available on the conjugation of 25OHD3. In this study, we report that 25OHD3 is selectively conjugated to 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate by human sulfotransferase 2A1 (SULT2A1) and that the liver is a primary site of metabolite formation. At a low (50 nM) concentration of 25OHD3, 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate was the most abundant metabolite, with an intrinsic clearance approximately 8-fold higher than the next most efficient metabolic route. In addition, 25OHD3 sulfonation was not inducible by the potent human pregnane X receptor agonist, rifampicin. The 25OHD3 sulfonation rates in a bank of 258 different human liver cytosols were highly variable but correlated with the rates of dehydroepiandrosterone sulfonation. Further analysis revealed a significant association between a common single nucleotide variant within intron 1 of SULT2A1 (rs296361; minor allele frequency = 15% in whites) and liver cytosolic SULT2A1 content as well as 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate formation rate, suggesting that variation in the SULT2A1 gene contributes importantly to interindividual differences in vitamin D homeostasis. Finally, 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate exhibited high affinity for the vitamin D binding protein and was detectable in human plasma and bile but not in urine samples. Thus, circulating concentrations of 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate appear to be protected from rapid renal elimination, raising the possibility that the sulfated metabolite may serve as a reservoir of 25OHD3 in vivo, and contribute indirectly to the biologic effects of vitamin D.

Introduction

Vitamin D deficiency has been associated with a wide range of adverse health outcomes, such as rickets, osteoporosis, diabetes, multiple sclerosis, and colon cancer (Holick, 2007), although evidence for nonskeletal effects is more limited than that for skeletal disease (Theodoratou et al., 2014). Vitamin D is found in nature in the forms of cholecalciferol (vitamin D3) and ergocalciferol (vitamin D2), with predominately vitamin D3 in plasma from untreated humans. 25-Hydroxyvitamin D3 (25OHD3), a major circulating metabolite of vitamin D3, is used as a clinical biomarker for assessment of vitamin D status; concentrations < 20 ng/ml (50 nM) are considered insufficient for bone health by the Institute of Medicine (Hossein-nezhad and Holick, 2013) and deficient by others (Holick et al., 2011). Multiple factors affect vitamin D sufficiency, including the synthesis of vitamin D3 in the skin, the absorption of vitamin D3 and D2 from food in the intestine, vitamin D 25-hydroxylation activity in the liver, and a combination of 25OHD oxidation and conjugation reactions catalyzed principally in the kidney, liver, and small intestine (DeLuca, 1988; Jones et al., 2014). Variation in the diet and exposure to sunlight contribute importantly to intra- and interindividual differences in serum 25OHD3 concentration.
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but much of the observed variance remains unexplained (Fuleihan et al., 2015). Results from genome-wide and candidate gene association studies have implicated CYP2R1, CYP24, GC [vitamin D binding protein (DBP)], and 7-dehydrocholesterol reductase (DHCR7) gene variation in serum 25OHD3 variability, but the extent of their contribution appears low (Ahn et al., 2010; Bu et al., 2010; Berry and Hyppönen, 2011) despite 25OHD3 heritability estimates of 20%–85% (Hunter et al., 2001; Arguelles et al., 2009; Shea et al., 2009).

25OHD3-3-O-sulfate is reported to be a major circulating metabolite of 25OHD3 in humans, with an average circulating concentration comparable to that of 25OHD3 (Axelsson, 1985; Shimada et al., 1995; Higashi et al., 2014), and thus, the sulfonation metabolic pathway might contribute importantly to vitamin D homeostasis. Surprisingly little is known about how and where 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate is formed. This information is crucial if the contribution from the sulfonation pathway to vitamin D homeostasis is to be fully evaluated. In this study, we examined the sulfonation of 25OHD3 in humans using recombinant sulfotransferase (SULT) enzymes, liver cytosols, primary hepatocytes, renal tubular epithelial cells, and immortalized intestinal epithelial cells to identify which of the human SULTs is responsible for the sulfonation reaction and in what tissues the reaction occurs, as well as potential genetic and environmental sources of interindividual variability in hepatic sulfonation activity.

The formation of 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate from 25OHD3 could be considered a catabolic process, but some investigators have hypothesized that it also represents an alternative 25OHD3 storage form in the body (Higashi et al., 2010). This is quite plausible because other endogenous steroid sulfate conjugates, such as estradiol-sulfate and dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA)-sulfate, circulate at relatively high levels, are deconjugated in target tissues, and contribute to certain physiologic functions (Axelsson, 1987; Banerjee et al., 2013; Sánchez-Guijo et al., 2015). Similarly, 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate might be retained in the circulation and distributed to different tissues of the body where it could be hydrolyzed to 25OHD3, replenishing the 25OHD3 pool, as needed. With this in mind, we also tested the binding affinity of 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate for DBP and its presence in human urine and bile.

**Materials and Methods**

**Materials**

Chemicals. DHEA, 3-phosphoadenosine-5-phosphosulfate (PAPS), 4-phenyl-1,2,4-triazoline-3,5-dione (PTAD), and rifampicin were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). The precursors of 4-(4’-dimethylaminophenyl)-1,2,4-triazoline-3,5-dione (DAPTAD) were obtained as follows: 4-(4’-dimethylamino-phenyl)-1,2,4-triazolin-3,5-dione (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX) and idobenzene diacetate (Sigma-Aldrich). 25OHD3 was obtained from Calbiochem (La Jolla, CA) and its deuterated form, d3-25OHD3 (containing six deuterium atoms at C-26 and C-27), was purchased from Medical Isotope Inc. (Pelham, NH). Chemically synthesized 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate and its deuterated form, d3-25OHD3-3-O-sulfate, were purchased from Toronto Research Chemicals (Toronto, ON, Canada). 25OHD3-25-O-glucuronide and its deuterated form were generated by enzymatic reactions, isolated, and purified as described (Gao et al., 2017). All other buffers and chemicals were of the highest grade commercially available.

Sequencing-grade trypsin, iodoacetamide, diithiothreitol, and bovine serum albumin (BSA) were purchased from Pierce Biotechnology (Rockford, IL). Two synthetic surrogates peptides (Supplemental Table 1) for both SULT2A1 and BSA were identified using the published protocol (Prasad and Unadkat, 2014a,b) and procured from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Rockford, IL). Chloroform, high-performance liquid chromatography (LC)-grade acetonitrile, methanol, and formic acid were purchased from Fischer Scientific (Fair Lawn, NJ). Ammonium bicarbonate (98% purity) and sodium deoxycholate (98% purity) were obtained from Thermo Fisher Scientific and MP Biomedicals (Santa Ana, CA), respectively.

Cell culture medium, insulin-transferin-selenium A, penicillin-streptomycin, and amphotericin B were purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). Fetal bovine serum was obtained from Atlanta Biologicals (Lawrenceville, GA). Sodium pyruvate was purchased from Cellgro (Herndon, VA). Hydrocortisone and cell dissociation solution was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Mouse collagen IV was obtained from Corning (Coming, NY).

**Human Recombinant Enzymes and Cells.** For the SULT isoform activity screening experiments, human recombinantly expressed SULT isoforms (SULT1A1, SULT1B1, SULT1E1, SULT2A1, and SULT2B1) were purchased from Genway Biotech (San Diego, CA). For kinetic experiments, purified recombinant SULT2A1 was purchased from R&D Systems (Minneapolis, MN). This same product was used as an authentic standard to determine the SULT2A1-specific content of pooled human liver cytosol. Cryopreserved primary human hepatocytes from two different human liver donors were obtained from either Triangle Research Laboratories (Durham, NC) (lot no. GC4008; Caucasian man, aged 69 years; no alcohol, tobacco, or drug use) or Invitrogen (lot no. Hu4237; Caucasian woman, aged 57 years; no alcohol, tobacco, or drug use) and cultured as previously published (Wang et al., 2013a). The human intestinal epithelial LS180 cell line was obtained from American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA). Human renal cortical tissue was obtained during the surgical resection of a renal cell carcinoma. Renal tubular epithelial cells were isolated from a noncancerous section of tissue from three donors using established methods (Weber et al., 2016). The surgery was performed at the University of Washington Medical Center and the human subjects protocol was approved by the University of Washington Human Subjects Review Board.

**Tissue Samples.** A total of 258 human livers from the University of Washington School of Pharmacy Human Tissue Bank (a resource established by National Institutes of Health National Institute of General Medical Sciences) and the St. Jude Liver Resource (obtained through the Liver Tissue Cell Distribution System, Minneapolis, MN and Pittsburgh, PA, and funded by the Department of Health and Human Services; Shirasaki et al., 2016) were used for this investigation. The collection and use of these tissues for research purposes was approved by the Human Subjects Institutional Review Boards at the University of Washington and St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital. In both cases, all links between archived tissues and the original donors were destroyed to preserve anonymity and facilitate research. Demographic characteristics of the liver bank donors were as follows: 44% female and 56% male; age <1–81 years (mean 43 years); and 93% white European ancestry, 4% black, 1% Hispanic, and 2% unknown.

Outdated human plasma was from the Puget Sound Blood Center (Seattle, WA); anonymous, pooled human bile was kindly provided by Dr. Evan D. Kharasch (Washington University in St. Louis, St. Louis, MO); and anonymous pooled human urine was collected at the University of Washington. These outdated human samples were analyzed under an institution exempt approval from the University of Washington Human Subjects Review Board.

DNA and RNA for DNA sequencing and RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) analysis were isolated from liver tissue, as described below. Cytosolic fractions were isolated, as previously described (Shirasaka et al., 2016). Sulfonation activity measurements are described below. Total protein concentration in each cytosol preparation was measured by bicinchoninic acid assay (Thermo Fisher Scientific).  

**Formation of 25OHD3-3-O-Sulfate by Pooled Human Liver Cytosol and Recombinant SULT Isozymes**

The following procedures were conducted under low light conditions to avoid potential degradation of vitamin D metabolites. Initial experiments with liver cytosols or SULTs (SULT1A1, SULT1B1, SULT1E1, SULT2A1, and SULT2B1) were carried out in 50 mM Tris-CH3 (pH 7.5) solution containing 1 mg/ml pooled liver cytosols or 0.025 mg/ml recombinant SULT, 5 μM 25OHD3, and 0.1 mM PAPS, with 0.5 ml final volume in glass tubes. Briefly, pooled liver cytosols (n = 10, randomly selected from 258 individual human liver cytosol preparations) or SULT enzymes were mixed with 25OHD3, and prewarmed at 37°C for 5 minutes. The reaction was initiated by adding PAPS, maintained at 37°C for various times as indicated, and was terminated with an equal volume of ice-cold acetonitrile. Incubations without PAPS served as negative controls.

Kinetic studies were conducted in 50 mM Tris-CH3 (pH 7.5) solution containing pooled liver cytosol (1 mg/ml; 0.2 mg in 0.2 ml final volume) or
Formation of 25OHD3-3-sulfate and Other 25OHD3 Metabolites in Human Cell Cultures

Cryopreserved human hepatocytes from two donors were thawed and cultured, as previously published (Wang et al., 2013a). After viable cells were plated and cultured in collagen I-coated 96-well plates for 24 hours, the cells were treated with 10 μM rifampicin or vehicle, 0.1% dimethylsulfoxide, in 100 μL solution per well. After 48 hours, the treated cells were washed with saline solution twice and then incubated with 50 nM 25OHD3 for various incubation times (t = 2, 4, 8, or 24 hours). At the end of the treatment period, culture medium was collected from 12 wells and pooled, if necessary.

For quantitation of 25OHD3 oxidative metabolites, cell medium samples (0.5 ml) were subjected to liquid-liquid extraction with the addition of 5 ml ethyl acetate, followed by PTAD derivatization and reconstitution in 40% acetonitrile containing 0.1% formic acid. Formation of both 4α,25(OH)2D3 and 4α,25(OH)2D3 was quantified after treatment of the cell culture medium with β-glucuronidase (1500 IU/ml) prior to the liquid-liquid extraction step to account for significant secondary metabolism, as previously described (Wang et al., 2013a). For quantification of 25OHD3-glucuronides, cell medium (0.25 ml) was quenched with two volumes of ice-cold acetonitrile, and the mixtures were centrifuged at 12,000g for 4 minutes in Eppendorf tubes (Wang et al., 2014). The supernatants were collected, concentrated under a nitrogen stream, and reconstituted in 50 μL mobile phase (20% acetoni Kan in 5 mM ammonium acetate) for LC-MS analysis as described below.

For quantitation of 25OHD3-3-sulfate, cell medium samples (0.3 ml) were buffered with an equal volume of 0.1 M sodium acetate (pH 4.0) and subjected to solid-phase extraction (SPE) using Waters Oasis WAX anion exchange cartridges (30 mg, 1 cc Waters, Milford, MA), under conditions suggested by the manufacturer. Briefly, the Oasis cartridges were preconditioned with methanol and 2% acetic acid before loading of diluted samples. After loading, the cartridges were washed with 2% acetic acid and 100% methanol sequentially. 25OHD3-3-sulfate was eluted by 3 ml buffer containing a mixture of 5:95 (v/v) ammonium hydroxide (28%) to methanol. The eluates were dried, pooled if necessary, and reconstituted in 50 μl mobile phase solution (20% acetoni Kan in 5 mM ammonium acetate) for LC-MS analysis as described below.

To assess the conversion of 25OHD3 to 25OHD3-3-sulfate at extrahepatic sites that are important in maintaining systemic vitamin D homeostasis, additional experiments were performed using human renal tubular epithelial cells from three different tissue donors and the LS180 colon carcinoma cell line. LS180 cells (passage 30) and human renal tubule epithelial cells (passage 4) were cultured on uncoated and collagen IV–coated six-well plates, respectively, for 1 week. The cells were then washed with saline solution twice and incubated with 50 nM 25OHD3. Culture medium was collected after 24 hours and concentrations of 25OHD3-3-sulfate were quantified using the same LC-MS method, as described for hepatocytes.

Quantitation of 25OHD3-3-O-Sulfate in Recombinant SULT Enzyme, Human Cytosol, and Cell Incubates

Samples reconstituted in mobile phase (20% acetoni Kan in 5 mM ammonium acetate, pH 4.6; 15 μl injected on column) were subjected to LC-UVMS analysis using an Agilent MSD mass spectrometer coupled with an Agilent 1100 series high-performance LC system (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA). Chromatographic separation was achieved on a Symmetry C18 column (2.1 × 150 mm, 3.5 μm; Waters) and a mobile phase consisting of 5 mM ammonium acetate (A) (pH 4.6) and acetoni Kan (B) at 45°C. A linear gradient from 20% B (0–2 minutes) to 90% B (17–22 minutes) in 15 minutes at a flow rate of 0.25 ml/min was employed. UV detection was performed at 265 nm. The mass spectrometer was operated in the negative ionization mode. The interface was maintained at 350°C with a nitrogen nebulization pressure of 25 psi, resulting in a flow of 10 l/min. 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate and de-25OHD3-3-sulfate were detected by selective ion monitoring at a mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) of 479 and 485, respectively, after 110 V ion fragmentation. 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate eluted from the column at approximately 14.4 minutes. Calibration curves were constructed by plotting the peak area ratios of 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate and de-25OHD3-3-O-sulfate versus the corresponding 25OHD3-3-sulfate concentrations and fitting a linear regression equation to the data. Formation of 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate was then quantified by fitting the peak area ratios (metabolites/internal standard) from incubations to the calibration curve.

Quantitation of 25OHD3 Monohydroxy and Glucuronide Metabolites in Human Hepatocyte Incubations

Quantification of 25OHD3 monohydroxy metabolites and primary glucuronides was performed using previously published LC–tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) (Wang et al., 2013a) and LC-MS (Wang et al., 2014) methods, respectively. Briefly, LC-MS/MS was performed using an Agilent 1290 series ultra-performance liquid chromatography (UPLC) system and an Agilent 6410 triple quadrupole tandem mass spectrometer equipped with an electrospray ionization (ESI) source (Palo Alto, CA). Separation was achieved on a Hypersil Gold column (2.1 × 100 mm, 1.9 μm; Thermo Fisher Scientific), and multiple reaction monitoring of the transitions m/z 574 → 314, 574 → 298, 558 → 298, 564 → 298, and 580 → 314 was employed to detect 1α (4α or 4β)25(OH)D3, 24,25(OH)2D3, 25OHD3, de-25OHD3, and de-1α,25(OH)2D3, respectively (Wang et al., 2013a). Calibration curves were constructed by plotting the peak area ratios for each vitamin D3 metabolite and its internal standard, versus the corresponding concentration, and fitting a linear regression equation to the data. LC-MS analysis was performed using an Agilent MSD mass spectrometer coupled with an Agilent 1100 series LC system (Wang et al., 2014). Chromatographic separation was achieved on a Symmetry C18 column (2.1 × 150 mm, 3.5 μm; Waters). Separations were achieved after a linear gradient from 30% B (2 minutes) to 45% B (25 minutes), held at 45% B for 1 minute and increased to 60% B (35 minutes), increased to 90% in 1 minute and held for 3 minutes (39 minutes), and then equilibrated back to 30% B in 1 minute. 25OHD3 glucuronides and de-25OHD3-25-glucuronide as the internal standard were detected by selective ion monitoring at m/z 575 and 581, respectively, after 110 V ion fragmentation. Calibration curves were constructed by plotting the peak area ratio of glucuronide metabolites and internal standard versus the corresponding standard 25OHD3-25-glucuronide concentration and fitting a linear regression equation to the data.
Quantification of 25OHD$_3$-3-O-Sulfate in Human Plasma, Bile, and Urine

Human plasma (0.1 ml) and urine (0.5 ml) were first subjected to protein precipitation using two volumes of acetonitrile followed by dilution with two volumes of 0.1 M sodium acetate (pH 4.0). For human bile (1 ml), the pooled (from different adult donors) sample was first diluted with 0.5 ml water, subjected to liquid-liquid extraction using an equal volume of hexane, twice. The aqueous solution was separated, pooled if necessary, and buffered with an equal volume of 0.1 M sodium acetate (pH 4.0) and subjected to solid-phase anion exchange extraction of 25OHD$_3$-3-O-sulfate, using the Waters Oasis WAX (60 mg, 3 cc) anion exchange cartridges, as described above (cell culture experiments). After SPE, the eluate was transferred to a new glass tube, dried, and reconstituted in 50 µl 20% acetonitrile in 5 mM ammonium acetate. Reconstituted samples were analyzed for 25OHD$_3$-3-O-sulfate concentration, as described above for quantification of 25OHD$_3$-3-O-sulfate produced during in vitro incubations. The limit in plasma and urine was estimated at 1.0 ng/ml with intra- and interday errors of ±15%.

For better detection of 25OHD$_3$-3-O-sulfate in bile samples, a derivatization step was included as part of the sample treatment following a previously reported method (Gao et al., 2017). Briefly, pooled human bile (100 µl) was precipitated with 200 µl acetonitrile and buffered with 1 ml 0.1 M sodium acetate (pH 3.2) and subjected to SPE using Waters Oasis WAX anion exchange cartridges (60 mg, 3 cc). The eluates from SPE were then dried and reconstituted in 10 µl methanol and derivatized with 200 µl 4.5 mM DAPTAD solution for 1 hour at room temperature in the dark (Ogawa et al., 2013). The reaction mixture was then evaporated under N$_2$ flow and reconstituted in 100 µl mobile phase. A centrifugation step was included to remove an insoluble substance before LC-MS/MS analysis. DAPTAD-25OHD$_3$-3-O-sulfate was analyzed using an AB Sciex QTRAP 6500 LC-MS/MS system (Concord, ON, Canada). Chromatographic separation was achieved on a Hypersil Gold column (2.1 × 100 mm, 1.9 µm; Thermo Fisher Scientific) and a mobile phase consisting of 5 mM ammonium acetate (A) (pH 4.6) and acetonitrile (B) at 40% B. Linear gradients were applied with a 0% increase from 25% to 60% B (1–13 minutes) and from 60% to 90% (13–16 minutes) at a flow rate of 0.25 ml/min. The autosampler was maintained at 4°C and the injection volume was 15 µl. The ESI source of the mass spectrometer was operated in the positive ion mode. Detection was by multiple reaction monitoring of the transitions at m/z 699.5→323 for DAPTAD-25OHD$_3$-3-O-sulfate and m/z 705.5→323 for the internal standard DAPTAD-d$_3$-25OHD$_3$-3-O-sulfate. Optimal MS parameters were as follows: curtain gas, 20 psi; nebulizer gas (GS1) and turbo gas (GS2), 40 psi; ion spray voltage, 5500 V; and source temperature, 1200°C. Collision energy was 45 eV and declustering potential was 69.99 V. The ESI source of the mass spectrometer was operated in the negative ionization mode. The interface was maintained at 350°C with a nitrogen nebulization pressure of 35 psi, resulting in a flow of 10 l/min. DHEA-sulfate and d$_6$-DHEA-sulfate were detected by selective ion monitoring at m/z 367 and 373, respectively, after 120 V ion fragmentation. Calibration standards were prepared in incubation buffer and processed as described for the incubation samples. Calibration curves were constructed by plotting the peak area ratios of DHEA-sulfate and d$_6$-DHEA-sulfate versus the corresponding DHEA-sulfate concentrations and fitting a linear regression equation to the data. Formation of DHEA-sulfate was then quantified by fitting the peak area ratios (metabolites/internal standard) from incubations to the calibration curve.

Hepatic RNA-Seq Analysis

RNA Isolation. Human liver RNA was isolated from tissue samples and purified using a NucleoSpin mRNA kit (Clontech Laboratories, Mountain View, CA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, approximately 30 mg liver tissue was combined with 4°C lysis buffer, homogenized using a TissueLyser LT (Qiagen, Valencia, CA), and allowed to sit at room temperature for 5 minutes. The solution was then added to the column. After centrifugation to bind the large RNA to the column, the column was treated with an RNase solution at room temperature for at least 15 minutes. The flow-through containing the small RNA was treated, to precipitate out the protein. The small RNA was then bound to a new column. After three wash steps of each column, the resulting large and small RNA were each eluted, quantitated, and bioanalyzed for quality control using a Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent). Only RNA with an RNA integrity number (RIN) ≥ 7.0 was submitted for sequencing.

cDNA Library Preparation. Next-generation sequencing libraries were prepared from 1.25 µg total RNA using the TruSeq Stranded mRNA kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA). All of the steps required for sequence library construction have been automated and were performed on a Sciclone NGX Workstation (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA). Ribosomal RNA was depleted by poly(A) enrichment and first- and second-strand cDNA syntheses were performed. Each sample was uniquely barcoded using the Illumina adapters and amplified using a total of 13 cycles of polymerase chain reaction. After amplification and cleanup, library concentrations were quantified using the Quant-it dsDNA Assay (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA). Libraries were normalized and pooled based on Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer results (Agilent Technologies). Pooled libraries were size selected using a Pippin Prep (Sage Science, Beverly, MA) and then balanced by mass and pooled in batches of 96 with a final pool concentration of 2 to 3 nM for sequencing on the Hiseq 2500 instrument (Illumina, San Diego, CA).

Read Processing and Final Analysis Pipeline. The read processing pipeline included the following steps. First, base calls were generated in real time on the HiSeq instrument (Illumina). Second, Illumina RTA-generated BCL files were converted to FASTQ files. Third, custom scripts developed in house were used to process the FASTQ files and to output demultiplexed FASTQ files by lane and index sequence. Fourth, sequence read and base quality were checked using the FASTX-Toolkit [http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/] and FastQC (http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/). Fifth, sequences were aligned to hg19 with reference transcriptome Ensembl version 67 (ftp://ftp.ensembl.org/pub/release-67/embl/homo_sapiens/) using TopHat (Kim et al., 2013). Finally, custom scripts for quality assessment generated metrics.

All aligned read data were subject to the following steps. First, lane-level bam files were merged using the Picard MergeSamFiles tool and suspected polymerase chain reaction duplicates were marked, but not removed, in the alignment files using the Picard MarkDuplicates tool (http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/). Second, local realignment was performed around indels, and base quality score recalibration was run using GATK tools (McKenna et al., 2010).

Third, variant detection was performed with the GATK Unified Genotyper version 2.6.5 (DePristo et al., 2011). Fourth, aligned data were used for isoform assembly and quantitation with Cufflinks (Kim et al., 2013; Trapnell et al., 2013); genomic features (e.g., SULT2A1) were quantitated with featureCounts (Liao et al., 2014). Finally, sample-level QC scripts were executed to generate final sample-level statistics. Differential expression analysis was performed concurrently with the Cufflinks suite of tools and DESeq (Anders and Huber, 2010).

DNA Sequence Analysis

DNA was isolated from liver samples, as described previously (Shirasaka et al., 2016), and candidate genes were sequenced using the PGRN-Seq platform developed for the Pharmacogenomics Research Network by Gordon et al. (2016). For SULT2A1, sequence coverage included exons 1, 5, and 6, exon-intron boundaries, and parts of the 3’ and 5’ untranslated regions, which were all aligned to the hg19 human reference genome. Sequence data were filtered using VCTools (Danecek et al., 2011). The average locus read depth was 155. All single nucleotide variants (SNVs) passed a Phred quality score > 50, and for the
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**Quantitation of SULT2A1 and SULT1A1 Proteins in Hepatic Cytosol**

**Sample Preparation for SULT2A1, SULT1A1, and BSA Protein Quantification.** BSA was used as a protein internal standard to address intersample and interday variability in the tryptic digestion, whereas heavy labeled peptides were used as a control to address LC-MS/MS instrument variability. Ten microliters of BSA (100 μg total) was spiked into 80 μl liver cytosolic samples (2.0 mg/ml), and the protein mixture was denatured, reduced, and alkylated as per published protocol (Prasad and Unadkat, 2014a; Prasad et al., 2016). Similarly, the denatured/alkylated protein was then desalted and precipitated using methanol/chloroform/water precipitation followed by resuspension and digestion, as discussed previously (Prasad et al., 2016). The digestion reaction was quenched by 20 μl labeled peptide internal standard cocktail containing the two heavy peptides listed in Supplemental Table 1 (prepared in 50% acetonitrile in water containing 0.1% formic acid) plus 10 μl blank solvent (50% acetonitrile in water containing 0.1% formic acid). The samples were centrifuged at 5000g for 5 minutes at 4°C, and 5 μl of the supernatants was injected onto the LC-MS/MS system.

**LC-MS/MS Peptide Analysis.** Surrogate peptides of SULT2A1, SULT1A1, and BSA were quantified using optimized LC-MS/MS parameters listed in Supplemental Tables 1 and 2 using an AB Sciex 6500 tandem mass spectrometer coupled to Waters Acuity UPLC system (Waters, Hertfordshire, UK) with few modifications, mainly in the LC parameters. Briefly, a UPLC column (Acquity UPLC HSS T3 1.8 μm, 2.1 × 100 mm; Waters) with a Security Guard column (C18, 4 × 2.0 mm) from Phenomenex (Torrance, CA) was eluted (0.3 m/min) with a gradient mobile phase consisting of water and acetonitrile (with 0.1% formic acid; see below). The injection volume was 5 μl (approximately 10 μg total protein). The parent to product ion transitions for the analyte peptides and their respective stable isotope labeled (SIL) peptides were monitored using optimized LC-MS/MS parameters (Supplemental Tables 1 and 2) in ESI positive ionization mode. Peak areas of each fragment were calculated, multiple fragments of each peptide parent ion were averaged, and the area ratios of light versus heavy were calculated. Finally, SULT2A1 and SULT1A1 area ratios were normalized by the BSA ratios. Each sample was analyzed twice on 2 different days and average of the 2 days was considered for the data analysis. For absolute quantification of SULT2A1 in the pooled cytosol sample, nine serial dilutions of the purified protein were digested and processed similar to the cytosol samples. The on-column amounts of SULT2A1 standard ranged from 0.15 (lower limit of quantification) to 38 fmol.

**Binding of 25OHD3-3-O-Sulfate and 25OHD3 to the DBP**

The binding assays were performed as described previously (Horst et al., 1981). Briefly, rat plasma was diluted 1:5000 (v/v) in 0.05 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.5) containing 0.01% gelatin and 0.01% merthiolate (PBGG buffer). Each assay mixture was placed in a borosilicate glass tube and consisted of the following: 1) 0.5 ml 1:5000 dilution of vitamin D-deficient rat plasma in PBGG buffer, 2) 6000-8000 cpm [23,24-3H]-25OHD3 in 20 μl 100% ethanol, and 3) vitamin D metabolites in 25 μl ethanol. After 1 to 2 hours of incubation at 4°C, the bound vitamin D metabolites were separated from free vitamin D metabolites by addition of 2 ml of a mixture of cold 1.0% Norit A charcoal and 0.1% Dextran T-70 (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO) in PBG buffer to each tube. After 30 minutes at 4°C, the tubes were spun at 1000g for 10 minutes in a refrigerated centrifuge. A portion (0.5 ml) of the supernatant was removed for quantitation of the bound [3H]-25OHD3. The binding experiment was conducted with rat plasma so that we could directly compare new results to historical data generated by our laboratory using rat plasma (Wang et al., 2014). Previously, Bouillon et al. (1980) concluded that the heterogeneity between the genes encoding for DBP in rats and humans, and the subsequent structural difference between the two proteins, has no effect on their affinity or capacity to bind vitamin D metabolites.

**Statistical Analysis**

All data are expressed as the mean ± S.D. unless stated otherwise. Group comparisons were made using one-way analysis of variance with Dunnett’s multiple-comparisons test. For all cell- and recombinant enzyme-based experiments, we used GraphPad Prism software (version 5) for the statistical analyses, and a P value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. For results from experiments with human livers, we used a linear trend test (one-way analysis of variance) to assess SULT2A1 genotype-phenotype associations, and a P value < 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant. The regression coefficient (r²) was calculated in Microsoft Office Excel 2010 (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA).

A multivariate linear regression analysis of genetic, demographic, and other variables for the liver donors was performed in R software (version 3.3.3; R: A language and environment for statistical computing. R Core Team, 2017. R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria. URL https://www.R-project.org/) to elucidate major determinants of interindividual variability in 25OHD3 sulfonation activity. Full details are given in the Supplemental Methods. Regression analyses were performed with the log-transformed activity data, because of its non-normal (skewed) distribution. A P value < 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant for all tests.

**Results**

**Formation of 25OHD3-3-O-Sulfate by Human Liver Cytosols and Recombinant SULTs**

Sulfonation of 25OHD3 is catalyzed by cytosolic SULT isozymes. 25OHD3 contains two hydroxyl groups and presumably two different sulfate conjugate isomers either at the C-3 or C-25 positions could be produced (Fig. 1A). Incubation of 25OHD3 with pooled human liver cytosols and PAPS cofactor generated a single major sulfate product (retention time: 19.5 minutes) with selective mass ion monitoring at m/z 479, which corresponds to [M – H]⁻ under the negative ion mode (Fig. 1B). An identical peak was also detected with recombinant SULT2A1 and SULT1A1 incubations, but not SULT1B1, SULT1E1, and SULT2B1, under the incubation conditions that were employed. The activity of SULT2A1 greatly exceeded that of SULT1A1, which was seen in only one of three replicate experiments. The LC-MS characteristics of the predominant cytosolic metabolite were identical. Its LC retention time matched with that of the synthesized standard 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate, indicating conjugation with a sulfate group at the C-3 position (Fig. 1B). This was further confirmed by the ion fragmentation pattern after PTAD derivation. As shown in Fig. 1C, an identical daughter ion at m/z 378 indicated a direct conjugation at the C-3 position and cleavage between C-6 and C-7, which is in agreement with the fragmentation pattern of standard 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate. Based on these data, we conclude that the predominant product of SULT2A1 and human liver cytosol is 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate. A minor peak (retention time: 20.0 minutes) with selective mass ion at m/z 479 was also observed in incubations with either SULT2A1 or human liver cytosol; however, whether this peak is 25OHD3-25-O-sulfate or a 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate stereoisomer remains unknown (Fig. 1B).

Kinetic studies of 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate formation were performed in vitro using pooled human liver cytosols and recombinantly expressed SULT2A1 (Fig. 2). The Kₘ and Vₘₐₓ values for 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate formation estimated using a simple Michaelis–Menten kinetics model are presented in Table 1. Incubations with human liver cytosol and SULT2A1 yielded nearly identical mean apparent Kₘ values (3.43 vs. 3.36 μM, respectively). In addition, when normalized to the measured specific SULT2A1 content (1360 ± 106 pmol/mg protein) of the pooled human liver cytosol used in these experiments, the mean Vₘₐₓ value was comparable to that of the pooled recombinant human SULT2A1 (17.7 and 21.3 pmol/min per nanomole SULT2A1, respectively). The corresponding intrinsic sulfonation clearances were also similar (5.15 and 6.59 μl/min per nanomole SULT2A1, respectively). These results suggest that SULT2A1 is the predominant source of sulfonation activity in the human liver and could represent an important metabolic route for 25OHD3 clearance.
25OHD₃-3-O-Sulfate Is the Major Metabolite Formed from 25OHD₃ by Human Hepatocytes

Previous studies have demonstrated that at nonphysiologic concentrations (1–5 mM), 25OHD₃ is metabolized to 1α,25(OH)₂D₃, 24R,25(OH)₂D₃, 4α,25(OH)₂D₃, 4β,25(OH)₂D₃, 25OHD₃-3-O-glucuronide, 25OHD₃-25-O-glucuronide, and putative 5,6-trans-25OHD₃-25-O-glucuronide when incubated with human hepatocytes (Wang et al., 2014). However, formation of 25OHD₃-3-O-sulfate in human hepatocytes was not determined. For this investigation, a more physiologic concentration of 25OHD₃ (50 nM) was applied to cultured human hepatocytes to generate a metabolite profile. As shown in Fig. 3A, all major metabolites of 25OHD₃, except 1α,25(OH)₂D₃, were detected in the incubations. 25OHD₃-3-O-sulfate was the most abundant product observed, followed by 24R,25(OH)₂D₃, 4,25(OH)₂D₃ [4α,25(OH)₂D₃ and 4β,25(OH)₂D₃], and 25OHD₃-glucuronides. Formation of these 25OHD₃ metabolites occurred in a linear, time-dependent manner, except for 4β,25(OH)₂D₃ and 4α,25(OH)₂D₃ formation, which underwent extensive sequential glucuronidation, as previously reported (Wang et al., 2013a).

By comparison, renal tubule epithelial cells and LS180 intestinal epithelial cells showed no detectable formation of 25OHD₃-3-O-sulfate during a 24-hour incubation with 50 nM 25OHD₃ (data not shown). These cells have previously been shown to catalyze the 24-hydroxylation of 25OHD₃ under similar culture conditions (Zheng et al., 2012; Weber et al., 2016). Based on the assay limit of detection, culture conditions, and the approximate number of cells per well, it was estimated that 25OHD₃ sulfonation activity per renal tubule epithelial cell or LS180 cell was <10% that of cryopreserved human hepatocytes.

Fig. 1. Formation of 25OHD-3-O-sulfate by human liver cytosols and SULT2A1. (A and B) Considering the structure of 25OHD₃ shown in (A), sulfonation occurs preferentially at the 3-OH position as seen from its formation by human liver cytosol and SULT2A1 (B). (C) Derivatization with PTAD yields an adduct that, after ionization, gives a diagnostic ion at m/z 378 that includes the site of sulfonation. HLC, human liver cytosol.

Chronic exposure to pregnane X receptor (PXR) agonists, such as rifampicin, can cause a reduction in plasma 25OHD₃ blood levels (Brodie et al., 1980) by a mechanism that is not completely understood. In a previous study, we showed that treatment of human hepatocytes with rifampicin significantly increased the 25OHD₃ 4-hydroxylation pathway by induction of hepatic CYP3A4 (Wang et al., 2013a). The effect of rifampicin on 25OHD₃ sulfonation is unclear (Echchgadda et al., 2007; Fang et al., 2007) and thus was explored. After incubation of hepatocytes with 10 μM rifampicin or vehicle (0.1% dimethylsulfoxide) for 48 hours, the cells were washed and incubated with 50 nM 25OHD₃ for 2, 4, 8, and 24 hours. There was no apparent difference in 25OHD₃-3-O-sulfate formation between rifampicin-treated and control hepatocytes, whereas as expected, 4,25(OH)₂D₃ formation was significantly (37.6% after 24 hours) induced by rifampicin treatment (Fig. 3B).

Associations between SULT2A1 Gene Variants and Hepatic SULT2A1 mRNA and Protein Abundances and Cytosolic Sulfonation Activities

With the identification of SULT2A1 as the principal catalyst of 25OHD₃-3-O-sulfate formation, we sought to test whether variation in the SULT2A1 gene sequence might contribute to interindividual differences in hepatic sulfonation activity. To that end, we accessed preexisting sequence data (Gordon et al., 2016) for parts of the SULT2A1 gene (coverage included exons 1, 5, and 6; intron-exon boundaries; and parts of the 3′ and 5′ untranslated regions) in DNA isolated from 258 human livers. Relative to the reference human genome, a total of 12 different SNVs were identified; eight in untranslated regions, one intronic, one synonymous coding, and two nonsynonymous coding
variants (Supplemental Fig. 1). Of these, eight SNVs had minor allele frequencies > 0.6%. Three variants were common (rs296366, T>C; rs296365, C>G; and rs296361, G>A) and detected at an allele frequency of 80%, 27%, and 15%, respectively, and all were in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. Of the three common SNVs, two (rs296366 and rs296365) were located in the 3′ region of the gene and one was near the intron 1/exon 1 boundary (rs296361). All three exhibited a high degree of linkage disequilibrium (data not shown). An assessment of SULT2A1 mRNA content of the same livers was obtained by RNA-Seq analysis and revealed significant associations between rs296361, rs296366, and rs296365, and the relative level of hepatic SULT2A1 mRNA content, with a 70% lower mean level of mRNA in livers homozygous for the rs296361 A allele, compared with the reference G allele (Supplemental Fig. 2). Accordingly, we focused further analysis on rs296361 because of its association with mRNA level and potential of the intron 1 SNV to disrupt mRNA splicing and message accumulation.

Cytosol isolated from the same bank of human livers was subjected to quantitative analysis of SULT2A1 protein content and 25OHD3 sulfonation activity at a substrate concentration of 5 μM. There were significant associations between SULT2A1 rs296361 and total SULT2A1 protein (Fig. 4A) and the cytosolic 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate formation rate (Fig. 4B). Consistent with the mRNA and protein results, the mean rate of 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate formation in cytosol from livers homozygous for the variant allele was only 30% of that found for the livers homozygous for the reference allele. Not surprisingly, there was a statistically significant correlation between SULT2A1 protein content and the 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate formation rate, where differences in the protein level explained 22% of the unadjusted variance in sulfonation activity (Fig. 5A).

**Correlation between 25OHD3-3-O-Sulfate Formation and DHEA-Sulfate Formation by Human Liver Cytosol**

DHEA is considered to be a selective probe substrate for SULT2A1 (Mueller et al., 2015) and we thus determined the rate of formation of DHEA-3-O-sulfate in liver cytosolic preparations incubated with 5 μM DHEA. As seen in Supplemental Fig. 3, there was a significant association between the SULT2A1 rs296361 variant and the DHEA-3-O-sulfate formation rate, which was also strongly correlated with cytosolic SULT2A1 protein content ($r^2 = 0.71$; Supplemental Fig. 4). There was also a significant correlation between the rates of 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate and DHEA-3-O-sulfate formation among the panel of human livers tested ($r^2 = 0.27$, $P < 0.0001$; Fig. 5B), indicative of a common enzyme catalyzing the two reactions. However, an examination of the 25OHD3 sulfonation rate regression curves suggested the possibility of a second enzyme contributing to 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate formation at the substrate concentration tested. Because we had observed some activity with the recombinantly expressed SULT1A1 enzyme, we quantified SULT1A1 protein levels in the panel of human liver cytosols. There was no association between cytosolic SULT1A1 protein content and 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate formation rate (data not shown).

**Sulfonation of 25-Hydroxyvitamin D3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Human Liver Cytosol</th>
<th>SULT2A1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_{max}$ (pmol/min per milligram)</td>
<td>24.0 ± 1.88</td>
<td>21.3 ± 3.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{max}$ (pmol/min per nanomole)</td>
<td>17.7 ± 1.38</td>
<td>14.9 ± 1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_m$ (μM)</td>
<td>3.43 ± 0.02</td>
<td>3.36 ± 1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CL_{int}$ (μl/min per milligram)</td>
<td>7.00 ± 0.54</td>
<td>6.69 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CL_{int}$ (μl/min per nanomole)</td>
<td>5.15 ± 0.40</td>
<td>4.69 ± 0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A simple Michaelis-Menten model was fitted to the data. Pooled human liver cytosol was prepared from different randomly selected livers ($n = 10$). Cytosolic $V_{max}$ and $CL_{int}$ values normalized for total protein (in milligrams) and specific SULT2A1 content (in nanomoles) are presented. SULT2A1 protein was a recombinantly expressed, purified product obtained from R&D Systems. $CL_{int}$, intrinsic clearance.
that considered SULT2A1 genotype and donor sex, age, ethnicity, liver repository (St. Jude or University of Washington), and duration of tissue storage at 4°C as covariates revealed significant contributions from SULT2A1 rs296361 genotype, liver repository, and storage duration to the variance in the log 25OHD3-3-sulfate formation rate (Table 2). The full regression model explained 47% of the variance in the log 25OHD3 sulfonation rate.

Detection of 25OHD3-3-Sulfate in Pooled Human Plasma, Bile, and Urine

The presence or absence of 25OHD3-3-sulfate in human plasma, bile, and urine was evaluated. Due to the complexity of these biologic matrices, an optimized extraction method was developed and employed to partially purify the biosamples individually. An anion exchange cartridge was used to extract 25OHD3-3-sulfate from plasma, bile, and urine samples. Deuterium labeled sulfate standard was applied to identify the potential sulfate peak and was used to estimate and then correct for the total recovery during SPE and subsequent steps. As shown in Fig. 6A, a representative chromatogram derived from plasma extracts clearly showed the presence of 25OHD3-3-sulfate in human plasma. An analysis of plasma from 21 healthy adults produced mean concentrations of 180.8 ± 70.8, 96.0 ± 44.0, 12.0 ± 7.7, and 0.26 ± 0.14 nM for 25OHD3, 25OHD3-3-sulfate, 24R,25(OH)2D3, and 4b,25(OH)2D3, respectively.

The presence of 25OHD3-3-sulfate in human bile was suggested by analysis that considered SULT2A1 genotype and donor sex, age, ethnicity, liver repository (St. Jude or University of Washington), and duration of tissue storage at 4°C as covariates revealed significant contributions from SULT2A1 rs296361 genotype, liver repository, and storage duration to the variance in the log 25OHD3-3-sulfate formation rate (Table 2). The full regression model explained 47% of the variance in the log 25OHD3 sulfonation rate.

**Fig. 3.** Time-dependent formation of 25OHD3 metabolites by human hepatocytes. (A and B) Primary human hepatocytes pretreated for 24 hours with DMSO (A) or 10 μM rifampicin in DMSO (B) were incubated with 50 nM 25OHD3 for an additional 0–24 hours and the products were analyzed for 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate (open squares), 24R,25(OH)2D3 (closed circles), 25OHD3-3-O-glucuronide (closed squares), and 4b,25(OH)2D3 (open circles) by LC-MS/MS, as described in the Materials and Methods. Each data point represents the mean ± S.D. of three replicate hepatocyte incubations per donor. Two donors were used in the study. The mean rates of formation of each metabolite in hepatocytes (or rifampicin-treated hepatocytes) were as follows: 0.16 (or 0.16) pmol/h per 10⁶ cells (25OHD3-3-O-sulfate), 0.11 (or 0.13) pmol/h per 10⁶ cells (24R,25(OH)2D3), 0.01 (or 0.01) pmol/h per 10⁶ cells (25OHD3-3-O-glucuronide), and 0.03 (0.04) pmol/h per 10⁶ cells (4b,25(OH)2D3); measured after β-glucuronidase treatment. DMSO, dimethylsulfoxide.

**Fig. 4.** Association between SULT2A1 rs296361 and SULT2A1 protein content and 25OHD3 sulfonation rate in human liver. (A and B) Cytosol was isolated from 258 human livers for quantitation of SULT2A1 protein content (A) and 25OHD3-3-O-sulfonation rate (B). Mean ± S.D. data for rs296361 G>A genotypes are shown. Group results were compared by ANOVA, followed by pairwise comparisons if the ANOVA result was significant. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01. Of additional note, the comparison of the 25OHD3-3-O-sulfonation rate for the homozygous rs296361 GG and AA groups reached near significance (P = 0.052 with post hoc analysis). ANOVA, analysis of variance.
of the ion at 25OHD3-3- sulfonation rate and DHEA 3-sulfonation rate (A; B) Linear regressions between 25OHD3-3-O-sulfonation rate and SULT2A1 protein content (A; \( r^2 = 0.22 \)) and between 25OHD3-3-O-sulfonation rate and DHEA 3-sulfonation rate (B; \( r^2 = 0.27 \)) are shown.

**Discussion**

Previous studies from our research group demonstrated that glucuronidation of 25OHD3 occurs in humans and is catalyzed primarily by UGT1A3 and UGT1A4 (Wang et al., 2014). Herein, we confirm that 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate is also a quantitatively important circulating product of 25OHD3 (Axelson, 1985; Shimada et al., 1995) and we report for the first time that it is generated primarily in the liver by the enzyme SULT2A1. The sulfate conjugate was the dominant metabolic product of 25OHD3 produced by primary human hepatocytes when incubated with a physiologically relevant 50 nM concentration of 25OHD3. Thus, interindividual differences in sulfonation activity may be a major source of variation in circulating blood 25OHD3 concentrations (Fig 8), assuming that hepatic clearance of 25OHD3 is an important determinant of 25OHD3 accumulation in the body.

Results from our kinetic experiments, revealing comparable \( K_m \) and \( V_{max} \) values when normalized for SULT2A1 content, suggest that this isozyme is the predominant catalyst of the 25OHD3 sulfonation reaction in the human liver. This conclusion is supported in part by the positive regression of liver cytosolic sulfonation activity against SULT2A1 protein content and the strong association between SULT2A1 genetic variation and liver cytosolic sulfonation activity. However, we note that approximately one-half of the variance in liver cytosolic 25OHD3 sulfonation activity remained unexplained and that variation in cytosolic SULT2A1 protein content explained only 21% of the unadjusted correlation between cytosolic DHEA sulfonation activity and SULT2A1 protein content. Nonspecific factors associated with the liver procurement site explained a substantial fraction of the observed variance in liver cytosolic 25OHD3 sulfonation activity and variable storage time and possible loss of activity but not measured protein was also contributory (Table 2). We speculate that these and possibly other factors (e.g., uncontrolled substrate-selective protein-SULT2A1 interactions) masked what would otherwise have been a stronger association between SULT2A1 protein level and sulfonation activity.

SULT2A1 is known to metabolize hydroxysteroids, such as estradiol, DHEA and bile acids (Chatterjee et al., 2005). That it also catalyzes 25OHD3 sulfonation is not surprising, considering structural similarities. The regiospecificity of SULT2A1 toward 25OHD3 sulfonation, almost exclusively at the 3-position, is similar to that observed for hydroxysteroids and oxysterols. Interestingly, the related SULT isozyme, SULT2B1, showed little activity toward 25OHD3, which is in contrast to its ability to generate sulfate metabolites of hydroxysteroids and oxysterols that are substrates for SULT2A1 (Falany and Rohn-Glowacki, 2013). SULT2B1 is expressed primarily in extrahepatic
oxidative metabolism in the reduction of plasma 25OHD3 levels after
and primary human hepatocytes, further supporting a role for enhanced
induction of SULT2A1 by PXR agonists (Echchgadda et al., 2007).

Characterization of 25OHD3-3-sulfate levels after rifampicin treat-
mant in vivo could help clarify the discrepancy. It is noteworthy that
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We found no evidence that hepatic 25OHD3 sulfonation activity is
induced by PXR agonists, based on our negative results with rifampicin
and primary human hepatocytes, further supporting a role for enhanced
oxidative metabolism in the reduction of plasma 25OHD3 levels after
chronic rifampicin treatment (Brodie et al., 1980). This result is
consistent with the findings of Fang et al. (2007), who reported
inconsistent inductive responses in a relatively large number of primary
human hepatocyte preparations and, with additional experiments,
suggested that PXR actually represses SULT2A1 expression and that
sporadic inductive responses in hepatocytes are mediated by a non-PXR
mechanism. However, it is at odds with other published results from
PXR-transfected Caco-2 and HepG2 systems that suggest transcriptional
enhancement of SULT2A1 by PXR agonists (Chatterjee et al., 2005). This distribution pattern
suggests that there will be limited 25OHD3 sulfonation activity outside
the liver. Consistent with these findings, no detectable 25OHD3
sulfonation was observed in either human intestinal LS180 cells or renal
epithelial cells incubated with a physiologically relevant concentration
of 25OHD3.

SULT2A1 is thought to be regulated by 1α,25(OH)2D3 (Echchgadda
et al., 2004), suggesting an autofeedback mechanism of vitamin D
regulation, as described for CYP24 (Haussler et al., 2013) and proposed
for CYP3A4 (Xu et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2013a).

Partial sequence analysis of the SULT2A1 gene revealed a strong
association between an SNV (rs296361) and cytosolic sulfonation
activity and SULT2A1 protein abundance. Accordingly, we hypothesize
that this SULT2A1 SNV may contribute to interindividual differences in
the circulating plasma 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate and 25OHD3 levels,
something that should be tested in future investigations. The minor
allele frequency for rs296361, as reported in the National Center for
Biotechnology Information dbSNP database, is 16.1%, 0.4%, 0.3%,
6.2%, and 10.6% for Europeans, East Asians, Africans, admixed
Americans, and South Asians, respectively. Interestingly, although the
variant SNV resides within intron 1, it was also strongly associated with
hepatic SULT2A1 mRNA abundance, suggesting that RNA splicing or
the accumulation of the mature message is somehow affected. RNA-Seq
analysis did not reveal alternative splice variants, suggesting that the
efficiency of splicing was altered by the SNV, perhaps by altering the
function of a splice enhancer or repressor sequence. It is also possible
that the intron 1 SNV is in linkage disequilibrium with another allelic
variant not detected by our sequencing analysis (e.g., in unsequenced
exonic and intronic regions or an upstream or downstream regulatory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>β-Coefficient in Full Model</th>
<th>Significance in Full Model, P Value</th>
<th>Variability Explained, ( R^2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rs296361 (additive effect)</td>
<td>0.50 ± 0.10</td>
<td>2.2 × 10^{-16}</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (reference: male)</td>
<td>−0.11 ± 0.10</td>
<td>4.8 × 10^{-7}</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>−0.004 ± 0.003</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity (reference: white)</td>
<td>−0.28 ± 0.32</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver bank (reference: University of Washington)</td>
<td>−1.59 ± 0.14</td>
<td>2.0 × 10^{-16}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage time (months)</td>
<td>−0.03 ± 0.01</td>
<td>7.1 × 10^{-3}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Variability in the log liver cytosolic 25OHD3 sulfonation rate explained by predictors in a multiple linear regression is shown. A subset \((n = 226)\) of the overall dataset \((n = 258)\) was included. 32 samples were excluded because of missing age. The significance of the association of each variable with the log 25OHD3 sulfonation rate is indicated by the \( P \) value and was determined using a likelihood ratio test. Values are \( β \)-coefficients ± S.E. from a multiple linear regression model. \( β \)-coefficients were determined as the change in the log 25(OH)D3 sulfonation rate \((\text{in picomoles per minute per milligram})\) per unit change in the predictor variable, when all other predictor variables were held constant.

The goodness of fit of a multiple linear regression, on a scale of 0–1, as reflected in the \( R^2 \) value for the fully adjusted model of the log 25(OH)D3 sulfonation rate as the outcome variable and all predictors in the table (rs296361, sex, age in years, ethnicity, liver bank, and duration of tissue storage in months) is shown. Reference groups for categorical variables are shown in parentheses.

Fig. 6. Detection of 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate in human plasma and bile by LC-MS/MS. (A and B) Biologic samples were subjected to SPE and LC-MS/MS analysis (A) or SPE and derivatization with DAPTAD and LC-MS/MS analysis (B), as described in the Materials and Methods. Peaks corresponding to the \( d_6\)-25OHD3-3-O-sulfate and 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate analytes are shown.
region of the SULT2A1 gene) and that rs296361 has no causal effect on the SULT2A1 phenotype. It is important to note that a copy number variation (CNV) in the SULT2A1 gene locus has also been described (Ekström and Rane, 2015) and has been associated with the urinary excretion of DHEA-sulfate and testosterone-sulfate (Schulze et al., 2013). However, the frequency of the CNV appears to be much lower than that of rs296361. Whether there is linkage disequilibrium between the two gene variants remains to be determined, as we did not test for the CNV with the sequencing platform that we employed. Regardless of the mechanism behind the rs296361–SULT2A1 phenotype associations, the data strongly suggest that this common genetic variation could influence the biologic effects of 25OHD3, DHEA, and other important hormone signaling molecules metabolized by SULT2A1.

25OHD3-3-O-sulfate was found to have a high binding affinity for DBP, which explains its relatively high abundance in plasma and absence from urine. The crystal structure of DBP indicates that the vitamin D binding site is a cleft, which can easily accommodate large substituents at the C-3 position of 25OHD3 (e.g., conjugated moieties) (Verboven et al., 2002). High binding affinity to DBP would reduce the renal excretion of 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate into urine. We speculate that the complex of 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate and DBP is filtered and then reabsorbed in renal proximal tubules by megalin/cubilin-mediated endocytosis, as shown for the 25OHD3-DBP complex (Rowling et al., 2006).

Although 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate is a major circulating form of vitamin D3, whether it possesses biologic activity directly or indirectly is unclear. A number of studies have been conducted to understand the biologic activities of vitamin D3-sulfate, a conjugated metabolite of vitamin D3 (Higaki et al., 1965; Sahashi et al., 1967a,b, 1969). Vitamin D3-sulfate was synthesized previously (Reeve et al., 1981) and its biologic activity was determined in a vitamin D-deficient rat model. Activity was observed, but only at doses higher than what can be elicited by vitamin D3 (Nagubandi et al., 1981). Later studies also showed less biologic activity of vitamin D3-sulfate than free vitamin D3 in vivo (Cancela et al., 1985). However, in each of these studies, vitamin D3-sulfate was administered, rather than having the metabolite generated in situ, with the uncertainties of bioavailability and access to cellular sites that complicate quantitative comparisons. Thus, it is possible that 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate might undergo hydrolysis, catalyzed by ubiquitous sulfotases and regenerate 25OHD3. This type of hormone conjugate cycling is observed for estrogen and DHEA (Mueller et al., 2015), where the sulfo-conjugates are the dominant form in blood circulation and are distributed to peripheral tissues where desulfonation can occur. In the case of DHEA-3-O-sulfate, conversion to DHEA is followed by metabolism to androstenedione and downstream androgens and estrogens (Strott, 2002).

Finally, given the detection of 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate in bile, we are intrigued by the possibility that preferential delivery of the hormone conjugate to the duodenum and upper small intestine might explain the preferential expression of vitamin D receptor target genes, such as CYP3A4, transient receptor potential cation channel subfamily V member 6 (TRPV6), and calbindin D9K, in the upper small intestine (Wang et al., 2013b). Results from unpublished studies indicate that 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate is a substrate for the cell uptake transporter, organic anion transporting polypeptide 2B1 (OATP2B1), which is expressed in the intestinal epithelia (Drozdzik et al., 2014). Once absorbed into mucosal epithelial cells, 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate could be hydrolyzed to 25OHD3 and then undergo 1α-hydroxylation to the active hormone and contribute to the regulation of TRPV6, calbindin D9K, and CYP3A4 (Wang et al., 2013b). With regard to the kidney, 25OHD3-3-O-
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**Fig. 7.** Binding of 25OHD-3-O-sulfate to rat DBP. A competitive binding assay was performed as described in the Materials and Methods. A range of amounts of 25OHD3, 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate, and 25OHD3-3-O-glucuronide were incubated with 3H-25OHD3 and rat DBP and the percent 3H-25OHD3 bound was calculated for each amount of unlabeled 25OHD3-3-O-sulfate. EC50 values from a single binding site model were as follows: 0.82 pmol (25OHD3), 0.72 pmol (25OHD3-3-O-sulfate), and 0.74 pmol (25OHD3-3-O-glucuronide).
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**Fig. 8.** Metabolic pathways (oxidation and conjugation) of 25OHD3 and their corresponding enzymes in human liver.
sulfate bound to the DBP in blood could be filtered in the glomerulus and then reabsorbed in the proximal tubular epithelium through the action of megalin/cubulin, similar to what occurs for the 25OHD3-DBP complex (Negrí, 2006). Again, intracellular hydrolysis of the conjugate and bioactivation to 1α,25(OH)2D3 could contribute to the known biological effects of vitamin D in this tissue. Further work is needed to explore these mechanistic hypotheses.
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